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Business as Usual, MarketCrashes, and Wisdom
Afterthe Fact
By ANDREW

CAPLIN AND JOHN LEAHY*

Wepresenta three-stagemodel of marketdynamics.In the first stage, routine
behavior tends to keep informationof common interest trappedin private
hands.In the secondstage,privateinformationreachesa thresholdthat triggers
some agents to alter their behavior;these actions release informationto the
market. Thefinal stage involvesthe market'sresponseto this news as other
participantsreact to the initialdeparturefrom routinebehavior.Wepresentan
applicationto industryinvestment.Wealso outlineapplicationsto the internationaldebt crisis,to bank runs,and to politicalupheavals.(JEL D80, E32)
In this paper we consider how markets
aggregateprivateinformationamongagents
who alter their behaviorinfrequently.Individualsoften gatheror receive privateinformation, which they convey to others in the
market through changes in their behavior.
Much individualbehavior,however,may be
characterized as business as usual. It is
dominated by commitments and routines
that individualscan change only at some
cost. These commitmentsand routinestend
to impede the disseminationof private information, since they limit an individual's
response to news. Informationmust change
significantlybefore an individualis willing
to bear the cost of adjustment.During the
time in which individualbehavior remains
constant, it may be very difficultfor others
to ascertain the informationthat the individual possesses.
In such situations,the evolutionof public
knowledge will tend to be discontinuous.
Each time an individualalters a routine,the
market learns a great deal about the individual's private information,and this news
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may prompt other agents to alter their behavior as well. If sufficientlymany agents
decide to act and their cumulativeactions
reveal informationthat is sufficientlynovel,
this process of action and reactionmay lead
to a radicalchange in marketsentiment.
In the model that we present, this change
in sentiment takes the form of a crash in
which all agents choose to abandon the
market. A crash of this type may tempt
observers to second-guess market participants on several counts. Some observers
may be troubled by the timing of the market's collapse. They may believe that such a
significantchangein marketsentimentought
to have an equallysignificantcause. In this
case, however,the absence of an immediate
cause is not a reflectionof irrationalbehavior on the part of marketparticipants.The
news that triggerssuch a crash is analogous
to the strawthat broke the camel's back. It
may take only a small piece of additional
informationto cause an agent to breakwith
business as usual. The market'sreaction to
this change in behaviorthen magnifiesand
propagatesthe initial disturbance.
Other observersmay claim that the participantsshould have been able to spot the
troublecoming.As evidenceof the market's
shortsightedness,they may point to the fact
that much of the informationrevealed in
the crash was in the hands of individual
agents long before the crash took place.
Again such criticismdoes not imply market
irrationality.Rather, the criticismis itself a
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manifestationof wisdom after the fact. Although much pertinent information is indeed knownto individualspriorto the crash,
routine behaviorprevents agents from putting the pieces of the puzzle together. The
crash is precisely the process by which the
market aggregates the dispersed information.
These three stages-business as usual,
marketcrashes, and wisdom after the factdefine our frameworkfor analyzingthe interaction between private informationand
inertia. We conclude this introduction by
discussingthree concrete economic settings
in which this frameworkapplies, motivating
our modeling strategy,and relatingour approachto the literature.
A. ThreeExamples
The first example involves bank runs of
the type that were relativelycommonin the
United States prior to the implementation
of federal deposit insurance.Here the informational problem was that depositors did
not know the investmentportfolio of their
bank. Duringthe business-as-usualphase in
which banks were able to satisfy their obligations,depositorscould only make indirect
inferencesconcerningtheirparticularbank's
solvency based on an analysis of general
business conditions, as well as information
on the solvency of other banks. In such a
situation, depositorswould rationallyinterpret the failure of anotherbank as a signal
that their own bank was in trouble, especially if general business conditions were
unfavorable.In this way a combinationof
weak business conditions together with a
few initial failures could trigger a general
run on banks.
This interpretationof bank runs is supportedby the studiesof GaryGorton(1988),
Frederic Mishkin (1991), and Charles
Calomirisand Gorton (1991). Gorton shows
that general bank runs were typicallypreceeded by declines in economic indicators
such as increased liabilities of failed businesses and declines in stock prices. These
declines in general business conditions
raised questions concerningthe solvencyof
the banking system as a whole. Mishkin
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shows that the actual panic was typically
triggeredby the failure of a majorfinancial
institution. Calomiris and Gorton provide
furthersupportfor this informationalinterpretationof crashes.They argue that panics
ended only when clearing-house associations provided the public with additional
information on the solvency of individual
banks.
The second setting involvesbank loans to
LDC's. In the late 1970's and early 1980's,
manybanksmade sizeable loans to a variety
of developingnations. They faced continuing demands for extensions of credit and
uncertaintyas to the abilityof the borrowers to repay the loans. Lending continued
until August 1982, when Mexico experienced difficultyservicing its loans. Thereafter, more than 40 nations defaulted, and
voluntary lending practically ceased (see
JeffreySachs, 1988).
Our framework provides one possible
perspectivewith which to view these events.
The LDC situationinvolvedbanks that had
incompleteinformationconcerningdebtors'
abilityto repay, and debtorswho had little
incentive to reveal potential future difficulties. This business-as-usualphase continued as long as countries continued to service their loans. While there were signalsof
trouble, such as high interest rates, declining commodityprices, and the recession in
the developed nations, there remained the
possibility that borrowers could ride out
these troubles with a little additional financing.' When Mexico found itself unable
service its debts in August 1982, creditors
treated this as a signal that the troubles of
many debtorswere severe, and the crash in
lending ensued. In the aftermath, many
commentatorscriticized the earlier loans,
saying that the banks should have foreseen
the impendingcrisis.

1In June 1981, The Chairmanof Citibank,Walter
Wristonarguedin referenceto LDC lending,"In my
view, this fear that bankshave reacheda limitwill turn
out to be wrongtomorrow,as it alwayshas in the past"
(WilliamGreider,1987p. 433).
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The third setting involves mass political
actions, such as the demonstrationsagainst
Communist regimes in Eastern Europe
studied by Susanne Lohmann (1992a,b).
Here the problemwas that citizens did not
know how widespread dissatisfactionwith
the government was. Given the risks involved in revealing opposition to the government,most people adoptedthe businessas-usual attitude of acquiescence.At some
stage, privatedissatisfactionreached a level
high enough to trigger some individualsto
express their views publiclyin the form of
demonstrations. These initial demonstrations and possibly the encouragement of
bystanders helped to reveal the extent of
opposition. This encouraged others who
were discontent to join the demonstrations
and led to the eventual collapse of the
regime.

While these examplesdiffer in important
ways, they also share importantqualitative
features of our framework.In each case
there are individualswho wouldlike to know
what other agents know but are prevented
from learning by the other agents' inaction. The privateinformationof these other
agents gets released to the wider marketof
interestedindividualsonly when a threshold
is crossed. The release of the information
then leads to feedback effects as the interested individuals incorporate it into their
own decisions.
B. Modeling Strategy

Our strategy is to abstractfrom the detailed settings describedabove and to focus
on a simple environmentthat captures the
essential commonfeatures of the examples.
These features are (i) the presence of private informationconcerninga state variable
of publicinterest,(ii) a processby whichthe
private informationevolves over time, and
(iii) inertia that traps this private information until a critical threshold has been
crossed.
To addressthese issues as simplyas possible, we considera setting in which a large
number of firms in an industry undertake
investment projects. Firms receive private
signalsconcerningthe profitabilityof invest-
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ment in the industry.This private information evolves as the project progresses. In
addition to their private information,each
firmcan observewhether the other firmsin
the industryare continuingto invest or have
instead stoppedinvestingand canceledtheir
projects.We assumethat investmentis irreversible,so that firmsare reluctantto reveal
their pessimism by canceling their project
until that pessimism has reached a critical
threshold.
Duringthe period before any projectsare
canceled, there is almost no informationsharing:this is the business-as-usualperiod
in which each firm must decide whether or
not to continue with its project largely on
the basis of the informationit receives locally. At some point in the evolutionof the
industry,there may be some firms that are
so pessimistic that they are prepared to
suspend operationsratherthan throw more
good money after bad. These first cancellations transmitinformationto those that have
stayed in the marketand become a catalyst
for furtherlearning;in our model, this takes
the form of a marketcrash.
C. LiteratureReview

There are several antecedents to the
frameworkthat we develop. The most direct is the (S,s) literature on aggregation
with fixed adjustmentcosts, including papers by Alan Blinder (1981), Caplin (1985),
Caplin and Daniel Spulber(1987), Ricardo
Caballero and Eduardo Engel (1991), and
Caplin and Leahy (1991). At the microeconomic level, fixed costs of adjustmentlead
to inaction. The aggregationliteratureanalyzes how individualinaction influences aggregate dynamics. In the current model,
firms are reluctantto scrap capital because
investment is irreversible.As in the (S,s)
literature,firmschoose the optimal time to
overcome their inertia and act. The key
difference is that we add private information so that action releases informationto
the rest of the market.We then study how
these actions and the informationthat they
reveal interactin the aggregate.
A separate literaturestudies the connection between irreversible investment and
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learning.Joseph Zeira (1987,1990), Rafael
Rob (1991), and Caplin and Leahy (1993)
describesituationsin which agents are ignorant of the profitabilityof the market into
which they are investing.In such situations
there is a tendency for investment to take
place gradually as agents learn from the
success or failure of earlier investments.In
these models, all investors have the same
information.Our focus in this paper is on
the aggregationof information.We therefore require a heterogeneityof beliefs that
is not needed in the study of gradualism.
A third related literatureinvolves recent
work on informationalcascades by Abhijit
Banerjee(1992), Sushil Bikhchandaniet al.
(1992), In Ho Lee (1992), and Ivo Welch
(1992). These authors share our concern
with the fact that informationis dispersed
and that agents learn from one another.
They show how rationalinference from the
behavior of others can lead to follow-theleader behavior, and how deviations from
expected behavior can lead to drastic
changesin marketsentiment.
The main differencebetween our model
and these other models arises from our concern with the endogeneityof decision times.
In our view, it is impossible to explain the
onset of a crash without considering why
agents act when they do. Models of informational cascades skirt this issue by fixing
the order of moves among market participants:agentswith extremebeliefs mustwait
their turn before conveying their information to others. In contrast, we endogenize
decision times so that those with the most
extreme news are the first to reveal their
information. With endogenous decision
times, one must confront the issue of why
all informationis not revealed immediately.
This concern explainsour focus on the adjustmentcosts that rationalizeinertia.
Finallythere is a collectionof papersthat
explore how marketsmay aggregateprivate
informationthat is of public interest. These
papers do not allow private informationto
evolve. They take differencesof opinion as
given and do not explain how such differences develop without being noticed at an
earlierstage. JeremyBulow and Paul Klemperer (1991) examine this issue in the con-
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text of an auctionin which each agent has a
fixed privatevaluation.David Romer (1990)
considershow stock-markettradingpatterns
may reveal private valuations. Christophe
Chamleyand DouglasGale (1992)show how
investmentdecisions may reveal private informationin a strategic setting. Again, we
believe that it is difficult to explain the
timing of a crash without also explaining
how privateinformationevolvesto the point
at which a crash is possible.
We present the specificmodel of industry
investment in Section I. In Section II we
characterize equilibrium.Section III provides conditionsunderwhich an equilibrium
exists and takes up issues of comparative
dynamicsand welfare. Section IV discusses
the relationshipbetween our specificmodel
and the more general economic principles
that underlie the relationshipbetween information and adjustmentcosts. Our conclusions are presentedin Section V.
I. The Model
We build a model of irreversible invest-

ment with time to build. Much of the model
is standard;the novel feature is the information structure.We consider a continuum
of firms,each of which has the opportunity
to undertakea project that will produce a
single unit of a consumption good. Firms
must spread productionof the good over T
periods. During this time, each firmgathers
informationon the state of final demand
and on this basis decides whetheror not the
additionalinvestmentsneeded to complete
the projectare worthwhile.
Figure 1 illustrates the productiontechnology. At any time s, a project can be in

one of three states: active, suspended, or
canceled. In order to become active, a firm
must pay an entry cost equal to K> 1 in
period zero. In period 1, a firm has two
options. It can choose either to continue in
the active state or to enter the suspended
state. The decision to stay active involves
the paymentof an installmentcost that we
normalizeto unity,while suspensionis costless. In period 2, an active firm faces the
same choice between continuationand suspension, whereas a firm that chose to sus-
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1.

THE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

pend its project in period 1 must decide
whether to cancel the projectoutrightor to
reactivateat a cost /.K + 2. Here, 4K E [1,K]
representsthe costs of reinitiationin excess
of the two installmentsthat the firmwould
have paid had it never suspended its project.
In general, a firm that is active in period
s < T -1 chooses whether to continue or to
suspend, whereas a firm that is in the suspended state chooses whether to cancel or
to reactivate.The only exceptionto this rule
occurs in the final period T when a firm in
the active state chooses between finishing
the projectand cancellation.After this final
decision has been made, the state of demand is realized, and firmswith active projects sell their finished good at the marketclearing price.

The choices that a firmmakes depend on
its perception of the market. This perception is based on three different sources of
information. The first is the firm's prior
knowledgeconcerningthe state of demand.
We assume that ex ante there are two
equiprobabledemand states with zero demand in the low-demandstate (L) and inverse demandfunction P(Q) in the high-demand state (H). We assume that P(O) is
sufficientlyhigh that initial entry is worthwhile.
The second source of informationis the
private informationthat a firm receives by
virtue of its market position. We assume
that each firm receives a privatesignal con-

cerning the state of demand immediately
upon paying the initiation cost and each
subsequent payment of the continuation
cost. A firm that has continued throughall
priorperiodsand is aboutto makea period-s
decision therefore had access to s private
signals. We denote this s-vector of signals
by c&. For analytic simplicity,we assume
that a firm that suspends and reinitiates
receives two signals upon reinitiation, so
that it has the same numberof signals as a
firm that remains active throughout. We
also assume that there is no new signal
received before the final continuationdecision in period T, so that the maximum
numberof signalsis T -1.
The signalsthemselvestake a very simple
form.A firmcan receiveone of two possible
signals: a good signal or a bad signal. In
each period, the probabilitythat a firm receives the good signalwhen demandis high
is equal to p E (0.5,1), and the probability
of receivingthe good signalwhen demandis
low is q = 1- p. We assume that these signals are conditionally independent (given
the true state of demand) over time and
across firms. The parameter p may be
thought of as a measure of the information
content of the signal. If p is close to 1 then
each signal reveals a great deal of information on the true state of demand,whereasif
p is close to 0.5, each signal is relatively
uninformative.
The final source of information is the
observationof the past decisionsof all other
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firms. Before making its first continuation
decision in period 1, a firm sees the total
mass of firms that entered at time zero.
Before makingits period-2decision,the firm
sees the proportion of the initial entrants
that decidedto continuein period 1. Generally, in makingits period-s decision, a firm
knows the entire history of continuation,
suspension,and cancellationfor all periods
up to and includingperiod s-1.
The informationthat a firm can derive
from these observations depends on the
firm'sbeliefs concerningthe strategiespursued by other firms.A strategy7rspecifiesa
decision in each possible contingencythat
the firmmay face. For any period 1 < s < T,
let 15 denote the set of all of the possible
period-s informationsets with generic element Is E 15S.2The typicalperiod-s information set contains s signals, and the history
of other firms' decisions through period
s - 1. For each element Is E Is, the strategy
7rspecifies a probability c(Is) E [0,1] of continuationif the firm is in the active state or
a probabilityz(Is) E [0,1] of reinitiation if
the firm is in the suspended state. This
definitiontherefore allows for mixed strategies. We assume that any mixingis carried
out independentlyacrossfirms.
To completethe descriptionof the model,
we need to describe the way in which firms
interactin the market.We assumethat each
individualproject is infinitesimalrelative to
the market as a whole, so that each firm
takes prices as given. We also assume that
these firms are risk-neutral so that they
maximizethe expected value of profits. Finally,we assume that there is free entry, so
that ex ante expected profits are zero. In
this marketsetting,we look for a symmetric
Nash equilibrium.In such an equilibrium,a
strategymust be optimalgiven the information revealed when other firms pursue the
same strategy.

21 is the filtrationgeneratedby the privatesignals
and the continuationand suspensiondecisionsof others.
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Definition: An equilibrium is a quantity of

initial entry E and a strategy 7rsuch that:
(a) The strategy 7ris optimal given full use
of all informationrevealedwhen all others apply strategy 7rand the quantityof
initial entry is E.
(b) The strategy 7r and the initial entry
quantity E give rise to zero expected
profitsas viewed from time zero.
In sum, the exogenousdata of the model
are the demand function P(Q), the length
of the project T, the cost of entry K, the
reinitiation-cost parameter,,

and the infor-

mationcontent of each signal p. In the next
two sections, we provide conditions on the
data that ensure existenceof an equilibrium
strategy 7r. We show that all equilibrium
strategies have a simple and intuitive form
and that the amount of informationthat is
revealedin equilibriumis simpleto describe
and varies in reasonableways with the parametersof the model.
II. Characterizationof Equilibria

To solve for the set of equilibria,we first
examine the information that a firm can
deduce fromthe actionsof other firmswhen
all firmsfollow a particularstrategy7r.Note
that nothingcan be learned from the observation of others until some firms choose to
suspend.As long as all firmsremain active,
there is no way to distinguishbetween the
behaviorof a firmthat has receivedpositive
information and a firm that has received
bad news. Once the first suspensions have
taken place, however,the informationstructure changes dramatically.Given that there
is a continuumof firms receiving independent signals and following identical strategies, the proportionof firmsthat suspendis
a deterministicfunctionof the demandstate.
Providedthe mass of firms that suspend is
different in the high- and the low-demand
state, these first suspensionsreveal the true
state of demand.
The only strategies for which the first
suspensions do not reveal the state of demand are those in which the mass of suspensions is the same in the high- and low-
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demand states. Given that it is always the
most pessimisticfirmsthat suspendand that
there are more pessimisticfirmsin the lowdemand state, the only way to generate an
equal mass of suspensionsis for all firmsto
suspend simultaneously.Such mass suspensions, however, are inconsistentwith rationality. On the one hand, it cannot be rational for all of these suspensions to be followed by cancellation,since then the strategy makes it impossibleto receive revenue
and therefore guarantees negative profits.
On the other hand, any firmthat chooses to
reenter does so without any new information and therefore would have been better
off had it continuedthroughoutand avoided
the reentry cost /K. The first suspension
must therefore reveal the true state of demand in any equilibriumof our model.
Given that informationis revealedin this
manner,there is a simple processfor identifyingthe set of equilibria.We considersome
fixed time t E [1,T -1] and explorethe conditions for t to be a first-suspensiontime in
some equilibrium.3
To develop the necessary conditions,we
divide the investment period into three
phases. We first analyze the optimal strategy for all periods s > t, the fully informed
phase. We then use backwardinduction to
determine the optimal strategy in period t
itself, the first-suspension time. We then

consider the optimal strategyin all periods
s < t, the private-information phase. We

complete the conditions for t to be a first
suspensiontime with a free-entrycondition.
Finally,we considerthe possibilitythat there
is no suspensionin equilibrium.

3In formal terms, we define the first-suspension time
corresponding to 7r and E by

t = min {s E [1, T] :c(Is) < 1 for some I, E 1,(E)}
S
where 1,(E) is the subset of iS corresponding to
entry-level E. The fact that there is no new signal in
period T and that final suspension is irrevocable rules
out equilibria with first suspension in T, since suspending in period T -1 and then quitting dominates suspending in period T.
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A. The Fully Informed Phase

The optimal decision for a firm at times
s > t is trivial since all firms are fully informed about the true state of demand. If
the state of demand is high, the firm will
pay whatever costs are necessary to complete the project. If demand is low, it will
not pay any additional continuation costs.
Note that the willingness of a suspended
firm to reenter and complete the project in
the case of high demand follows from the
assumptionthat the reinitiationcost AK iS
less than the entry cost K. If such a firm
were initially willing to pay the entry cost
given a 50-percent chance that demand
would be high, it is surelywilling to pay the
reentrycost at a time when high demandis
certain and many of the continuationcosts
are sunk costs.
B. The First-Suspension Time

A firm in period t knows that the true
state of demand will be revealed by the
mass of firmsthat choose to suspendin that
period. It knows that if demand is high,
then it will pay all subsequentcontinuation
costs, whereas if demand turns out to be
low, it will incur no further costs. Given
these expectations,the decision to suspend
rather than to continue leads to an additional expense of AK if demand is in fact
high, and a saving of 1 if demand is low.
This implies that suspensionis the superior
strategyif and only if
(1)

/Kh(rt)

< 1 - h(rt)

where h(rt) is the probabilitythat demand
is high given the private signal vector St.
Accordingto (1), a firmsuspendsits project
only if it is sufficientlypessimistic.The cutoff probabilityfor suspension is equal to
h 1/(1 + AK).4 Sincewe have assumedthat
AK > 1, we know that some firmswill always
be optimisticenough to continue.The num-

4Unless (1) is satisfied with equality, mixed strategies will not be optimal.

ber of firms that choose to suspend in period t will therefore vary with the state of
demand, and these suspensionswill in fact
reveal the true state of demandto all firms.
The first condition on the parameters
necessaryfor t to constitutean equilibrium
first-suspensiontime is that the set of firms
that wish to suspend in period t is nonempty. Since h(Grt) is strictly increasingin
the number of good signals, this requirement is satisfied if a firm with no good
signals chooses to suspend. Applying(1) to
a firm with t bad signals, we arrive at the
followingcondition:

(

qt

q)K<1-

or, defining A= p /q,
(2)
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/1 K?At.

p

qt

The free-entryconditionis therefore

(3)

P-

K-(t

-1)

-

l(T + 1-t)

- ,AK Pr({h(0rt) < h} n (H})

- Pr({h(rt) > h) n {L})

=

0

where all probabilitiesare ex ante probabilities. Equation (3) determines the equilibrium price in the high-demandstate PH.
Given the inversedemandfunction P(Q), it
is now a trivialmatterto solve for the initial
entry quantityE:
P(E)

= PH.

D. The Private-InformationPhase

It is clear that this inequalityplaces a lower
We now considerthe optimaldecisionsin
bound TLon the set of possible equilibrium the privately informed stage, 1 < s < t -1.
first-suspensiontimes. The first-suspension In order for t to be an equilibriumfirsttime must occur late enough that pessimis- suspensiontime, it is necessarythat no firm
tic firms are willing to suspend and reveal prefer to suspend in any earlier period. We
information.
show that this condition provides an upper
bound on the set of first-suspensiontimes
that is conceptuallysimple,but algebraically
C. Free Entry
complex.
We can now use our knowledge of the
Given that all other firms continue
form of the equilibriumstrategyto calculate throughperiod t -1, a firm that chooses to
a firm'sexpected profits given that t is the
suspend in any period s < t -1 can gain no
first-suspensiontime. In equilibrium, the
new informationbefore decidingwhetheror
level of entry will ensure that these profits not to reenter in period s + 1. This means
are zero. If t is the first-suspensiontime, that suspensionfollowedby reentryis domieach firm will pay initiation and continua- nated by payingthe two continuationcosts.
tion costs totaling K + t -1 with certainty. In effect, the only alternatives at such a
A firm will pay the remaining (T +1- t)
time s are continuation or outright exit.
continuationcosts and receive the market- Therefore a necessaryconditionfor t to be
a first-suspensiontime is that for any time
clearingprice PH if the true demand state
is high. The additionalexpenses that a firm s ? t -1 and any sequence of signals os, the
can anticipateare the reinitiationcosts that expected value of continuinguntil time t is
the firmpays if it suspendswhen demandis
nonnegative.
There is one useful simplificationto this
high and the additional continuation cost
that the firmpays if it continuesin period t
condition. It sufficesto check that the most
even though the true demand state is low. pessimistic firm prefers to continue rather
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than quit.5 Period t is therefore a first-suspension time only if
(4)

0

U(s,t)

Vs E [1,t - 1]

where U(s,t) denotes the expected value in
period s of continuingthroughperiod t -1
and then behavingoptimallyfor a firmwith
no good signals.
Our knowledge of the optimal strategy
fromperiod t on allowsus to express U(s, t)
as follows:
qS

(5)

[PH-(T + 1 -t)]

U(s, t)=
-(t-s)
-

/.K

Prs({h(ot) < h} n {H})

-Prs({h(crt) > h} n{L}).

The first term on the right-handside in (5)
is expected revenue less the continuation
costs that all firms pay only if demand is
high. Here PH is determinedfrom equation
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(3), the free-entry condition. The second
termis the expenditurethroughperiod t -1.
The third and fourth terms capturethe two
types of errors that a firm can make. The
third term is the probabilitythat a firmwith
s bad signals in period s will suspend in
period t in spite of the fact that demand is
high. The fourthterm is the probabilitythat
the firm will pay the continuation cost in
period t when demandis in fact low.
An importantqualitativefeatureof U(s, t)
is that it is monotonicallydecreasingin t, so
that a firm with s bad signals does better
continuinguntil the first-suspensiontime if
this time comes sooner.6 The intuition underlyingthis monotonicityis simple: a firm
that believes demand to be low would prefer find out the truth immediately,rather
than pay furthercosts that it believes will be
wasted. The monotonicityof U(s, t) implies
that the set of inequalitiesin (4) imposes an
upper bound Tu on the set of possible
equilibrium first-suspension times. The
first-suspensiontime must be early enough
that pessimisticfirmsare willing to wait for
it.
E. TheCaseof No Suspension

5This followsfrom the observationthat the value of
an optimalstrategyis increasingin the numberof good
signals.Considertwo firms,one with i + 1 good signals
and the other with i good signals. In calculatingexpected profits,each firm must considerfour possibilities: that it will continue in period t when demandis
high, that it will continuewhen demandis low, that it
will suspend when demand is high, and that it will
suspendwhen demandis low. Now one possiblestrategy for the firmwith i + 1 good signalsis to mimicthe
decision of the firmwith i good signals. In this case,
both firmscontinue and suspendin period t with the
same probability.The only remainingdifference between the expectedprofitsof these two firmsis that the
firmwith i + 1 good signalsbelieves that the high state
of demandis more likely. Since the high state is also
more profitable(to see this, note that since the firm
with i good signals can always quit the value of its
optimalstrategymust be positive,and since it receives
no revenue its value in the low state is negative),the
firm with i+1 good signals expects to earn higher
profitsfollowingthe strategythan does the firmwith i
good signals.Since the firmwith i + 1 good signalscan
only do better by followingan optimal policy, its expected profitsmustbe higherthan the firmwith i good
signals.This argumentindicatesthat it is sufficientthat
a firmwith all bad signalschoose to continuethrough
period t - 1.

To complete the analysis,we considerthe
possibilitythat there may be an equilibrium
strategywrthat involvesno suspension.This
case is particularlysimple, since the equilibrium involves each firm choosing to con-

6We thankone of our refereesfor a simpleproofof
this fact. Let U(s, t, i) denote the value in period s of
continuinguntil period t and then behavingoptimally
for a firmwith i good signals.We show that U(s, t, i)
U(s, t + 1, i) by induction. Note that U(t, t, i)
U(t, t +1, i) since U(t, t, i) is the value of an unrestrictedoptimalpolicy.Hence the inequalityholds for
s = t. Note further that, for t > S,
U(S, t, i) = Pr(gli, S)U(S + 1, t, i + 1)
+ Pr(bli, S)U(S + 1, t, i)

where g and b indicate good and bad signals respectively.Thereforeif the inequalityholds for s = S + 1 it
holds for s = S. This completes the proof. The statement in the text correspondsto i = 0.
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tinue in each period solely on the basis of
its own private information. The necessary
and sufficient condition for this to be an
equilibrium is that a firm with no good
signals prefers continuation to exit in all
periods. This is the case if the expected
revenue is greater than the remaining continuation costs:
qs
(6)

ps+qs

PH>(T+1-s)

VssE [1, T-1].
The free-entry condition allows us to substitute PH = 2(K + T) and solve implicitly for
the initial quantity of entry:
P(E) =

2(K

+ T).

III. Analysisof Equilibrium
In this section we consider conditions on
the data that ensure that an equilibrium
exists. We first discuss the reasons why existence may fail and then show how our model
overcomes these issues for a broad range of
parameter values. We close the section with
a discussion of comparative statics and welfare.
At the heart of our model is the possibility that individual agents will take expensive
acts and thereby reveal useful information
to others. Given the presence of a continuum of firms, there are always many firms
with the same sequence of signals at any
given first-suspension time. Having invested
so much already, there is a natural tendency
for a firm to want to continue one more
period and learn the true state of the market from the actions of others without incurring the suspension cost itself. This possibility of free-riding places us very close to
the original setting of Sanford Grossman
and Joseph Stiglitz (1980) in which there is
no equilibrium. Example 1 shows that the
free-rider problem can indeed result in
nonexistence of equilibrium in our model.
Example 1: Set T = 17, A = 1.4, ,L = 1, and
K= A16+E for some small E > 0. With K
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greater than A'6, equation (2) implies that
the only possible equilibrium is one in which
no firms suspend. But in this case a firm
that has had 15 bad signals prefers immediate exit to payment of the final three continuation costs:

PH

2( A16+ 17)

A15+ 1

A15+ 1

2.9993<3.

Hence no equilibrium exists.
In terms of the equations of Section II,
nonexistence occurs when the lower bound
TL is higher than the upper bound Tu. In
such cases, it takes so long for firms to be
willing to suspend and reveal information
that some would rather quit the market
outright at an earlier stage.
Fortunately, there are several forces at
play that mitigate the effects of the freerider problem in our model. One important
factor is that, since firms that suspend have
the opportunity to reenter, these firms are
able to make use of the information that
their actions help to release in the unlikely
event that their suspension was a mistake.
For this reason reductions in ,L lessen the
incentive to free-ride by reducing the costs
of reentry. An examination of equations (2)
and (4) shows that reductions in ,L reduce
TL and increase Tu, thereby expanding the
set of equilibrium first-suspension times. In
the limit, with ,UK= 1, there is always an
equilibrium with suspension in period 1.
Another important factor is the way in
which the private information sorts agents.
Since a firm that suspends pays the reentry
cost only if demand is high, the cost of
revealing information is contingent on the
state of demand. Since different firms have
different views concerning the likelihood of
the high-demand state, the cost of revealing
information also differs across firms. Those
who act to reveal the information are precisely those that least expect to pay the
reentry cost. This provides a natural basis
for a separating equilibrium in which optimistic firms continue and pessimistic firms
suspend.
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Finally, increases in the initiation cost K
increasethe market-clearingprice, which in
turn reduces the cutoff probabilityfor suspension. These effects tend to raise Tu and
help to ensurethe existenceof equilibrium.
In Theorem 1 we provide a set of sufficient conditionson the data that guarantee
existenceof equilibrium.We show that existence is assured for any time horizon T if
the individualsignals are sufficientlyinformative, and it is ensuredfor any value of A
if the horizonis sufficientlyshort.The proof
of Theorem 1 is in the Appendix.
THEOREM 1: Consider any set of data K,
T, p, ,u, and P(Q). Let t be the unique
If t>T-1,
integer such that At-?1<K<At.
then there is an equilibrium with no suspension. If t < T -1 and if either
(a) T<16
or

(b) A21+,L/2
then there is an equilibrium with firstsuspension time t.
Conditions (a) and (b) have straightforward interpretations.Condition(a) places a
limit on how far into the futurefirst suspension can take place. It eliminatesthe possibility that pessimisticfirmswould be unwilling to wait for informationto be revealed.
Condition(b) places a lower bound on the
informativenessof the signal.It circumvents
the free-riderproblemby ensuringthat the
most pessimisticfirms are sufficientlypessimistic that they will want to suspend.
Conditions(a) and (b) are far from necessary for existence. For example,in the case
of ,L = 1, we can manipulate equations (2),

(3), and (4) to restrictfurtherthe region of
nonexistence to the shaded region of the
(T,A)-planein Figure2. Outside the shaded
area there exists an equilibriumfor all values of K and ,u. Existence problems can
only occur in the shaded region, and even
then only for particular choices of ,L and
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FOR

is an artifactof our assumptionthat there is
a continuumof agents. At the heart of the
existence problem is the fact that with a
continuum of firms, the true state of demand is revealedin the firstperiod in which
there is a positiveprobabilityof suspension.
If there were only a finite numberof firms
pursuing mixed strategies, the probability
that other firms would suspend and reveal
informationcould be kept arbitrarilylow.
The desire to free-ridewould influence the
particularstrategies that firms choose, but
would not endanger existence. While the
finite case removesthe existenceproblem,it
radicallyincreases the computationalcomplexityof the analysis.
To understandbetter the quantitativeimplications of Theorem 1, we compute the
entire set of equilibriumsuspension times
for a simple parameterizedexample.
Example2: Let ,u = 1 and considera threeyear projectwith a two-monthshutdown,so
that T = 17. Assume that K = 8 so that the
initiation cost is 32 percent of total costs
and the remaining17 periods each involve4
percent of total expenses. Finally, assume
that at the end of a year in which the news
is unremittinglybad, a firm is 80-percent
sure that the projectis going to fail, so that

K.

At a deeper level, we regardthe possibility of nonexistencein our model as a computationalratherthan a conceptualissue. It

-

p6

p +q 6
6

=

0.8
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or

t
17

A=
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i

1.25.
'

Given this data K = A9.This rules out all
equilibriain which suspensionoccursbefore
period 9. A mechanical check of the inequality in equation (4) reveals that the
upper bound on equilibrium suspension
times is 12. In the period-9 and period-10
equilibriaonly the firms with no good signals suspend,whereasin the period-12equilibrium firms with one good signal or no
good signals suspend. There are two possible equilibriawith suspension in period 11
since firms with one good signal are indifferent between suspension and continuation. We concludethat the truth is revealed
between 18 months and two years after the
firms initiate their projects, even though
some firmsare 80-percentsure of their project's failure after only one year, and 96percent sure after two years.
The comparativestatics of the model are
quite straightforward.All else being equal,
the higher the initiation cost, the higher is
the price in the high-demandstate and the
more bad news it takes to convincea firmto
suspend or quit. An increase in the initiation cost therefore raises both the lower
bound TL and the upper bound Tu on the
set of equilibriumsuspensiontimes and increases the range of parametersfor which
there is an equilibriumwith no suspensions.
In Example2, a reductionin K from 8 to 6
lowers TL from 9 to 4 and lowers Tu from
12 to 9. Increasing K to 12, on the other
hand, raises the lower bound to 11 and
raises the upper bound to 13, while a K of
27 makes possible an equilibriumwith no
suspension.

Changes in p have similar effects. The
more convincingis each individual signal,
the fewer signals a firm needs to justify
suspension.An increase in p therefore reduces TL and Tu. In the foregoingexample,
p is equal to 0.55. Increasing p to 0.66
reduces TL from 9 to 3 and reduces Tu
from 12 to 4. Even though suspensiontakes

10
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~~~TU

I

,
,

_

-
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-

1
.125

.5

1 pf

FIGURE 3. EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN IL ON TU AND
TL IN EXAMPLE 2

place considerablyearlierunder this parameterization, firms still wait until they are
nearly 90-percent certain that demand is
low before choosingto suspend.7
Finally, it is trivial to note that for any
given K, reductionsin ,u unambiguouslyexpand the set of equilibrium suspension
times. This effect is illustratedin Figure 3,
which shows how changes in ,u affect Tu
and TL in Example2. For example, substituting p. = 0.5 into Example2 reduces TL
to 6 and raises Tu to 13. The verticalline at
0.125 indicatesthat p. must be greaterthan
1/K.

We turn briefly to welfare issues. The
natural comparisonis between the equilibria in our model and an alternativeequilibriumwithfull information-sharing.
The main
difference between these equilibria lies in
the timingof the cessation of investmentin
the low-demandstate. The failure to share
information implies that resources are
wasted on continuation when demand is
low, so that expected costs are higher than
necessary.This raises the equilibriumprice
in the high-demandstate and reducesentry.
It is thereforeclear that an equilibriumwith

7Note that for sufficientlyhigh p revelation will
occur in the firstperiod.Generally,a necessarycondition for delay is that pessimismnot growtoo quickly.
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first suspensionsin any period t ? 2 is far
from sociallyoptimal.The alternativestrategy in whichall those that receive a firstbad
signal suspend with arbitrarilysmall probability E > 0 reveals the informationin time
for the period-2 decision at arbitrarilylow
social cost and therefore dominates from
the social viewpoint. It is also straightforward to confirmthat the governmentcan in
principle ensure such sharing at arbitrarily
low social cost by taxingfirst-periodcontinuation for a small proportionof the population and dividing the revenues among all
marketparticipants.
IV. Overviewand Extensions

In this section we go beyond the simple
model of the paper and take a broaderview
of the mechanism connecting business as
usual and information transmission. We
have made radical simplifyingassumptions
on the nature of the signals, the channels
for the communicationof informationbetween firms, and the market structure.We
now discuss some of the consequences of
relaxingthese simplifyingassumptions.
A. The Signal Process

Our assumptions on the signal process
ensure that, if private signals were publicly
observable,the true state of demandwould
be knownin period 1. Moreover,if the true
state of demandwere revealed to be low in
period 1, all firmswould immediatelyquit.
The main difference between an equilibrium with private informationand a world
with full information-sharingis therefore
the amountof time that it takes for investment and the marketto crash. The fact of
the crash is exogenousto the model.
It is conceptually straightforward to
amend the signal process so that even fully
informedagentswould only slowlylearn the
true state of demand. In such cases, complete informationwould frequentlyresult in
a smoothlearningprocess,while businessas
usual and private informationwould give
rise to discontinuouslearning. Example 3
describesone method of introducingaggregate uncertainty without disturbing the
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equationsor the results of the paper in any
essential fashion.
Example 3: Suppose that t is an equilibrium first-suspensiontime in the model of
Section I given the data K, g, p, T, and
P(Q). Now amend the model of Section I,
so that in each period s E [1,t -1] the true
state of demand switches with probability
1/(2t^- 2). If these switches are publicly
observable,a firm'sdecisionsin periods s 2 t
are exactly as in Section II, and since the
possibility that the state of demand will
change makes a firm with bad signals less
pessimistic, the decision to remain in the
market until t will be unchanged as well.
Only with complete informationis the evolution of the marketdifferent,since even if
the news is initiallybad some firms will be
willing to continue in the hope that the
marketwill improve.
Example 3 remains special in that the
degree of aggregateuncertaintyfades completely by the first suspension time. With
more general signal processes, uncertainty
concerning the true state of demand may
only be fully resolved in period T. In such
cases, we may expect firmsin our model to
suspend operations and reveal information
in several distinct periods. After the first
suspensions,there would be a new consensus on the probabilitythat demand is high,
and an appropriatenumberof quits. In the
following periods, the firms that remain
would gather new private informationuntil
the next suspensions occurred, whereupon
the marketwould again aggregateinformation. Typically,there would be a numberof
discrete changesin marketsentimentin our
framework,whereaswith completeinformation suspensionswould take place gradually
as knowledgeof the true state evolved.
B. Channels of Communication

A critical assumption underlying the
model is that there are limited channelsfor
indirect information transmission among
firms, so that "actions speak louder than
words." We make the simplifyingassumption that the only way that firmslearn from
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one another is throughobservationof market choices. In addition,we assumethat the
market choices take a particularlysimple
form:continuationor suspension.
With a largerchoice set, the potential for
informationtransmissionincreases. For example, if a firmwere able to alter its intensity of production,its level of effort might
convey additional informationto others in
the market. It is easy to see how effort
could fully convey a single private signal.
The presence of additional uncertainty,
however, would again provide a role for
suspension to reveal information,although
the inference problem facing firms would
become considerablymore complex.
In practice,observationof a firm'sactions
is not the only way to learn about its views.
Stock markets,futures markets, and direct
markets for informationall play a role in
the aggregationof dispersed private information. Privatecontractualrelationsor collusion may also encourage the sharing of
knowledge.We believe, however,that such
channels rarely convey information perfectly, so that changes in behavior are still
likely to be informative. In assessing the
extent to which routinebehaviorsuppresses
private informationin a given market, the
central issue is to understand the limitations, if any, on the efficiencyof these other
channels.In part, this is an empiricalissue:
how is informationactually aggregated?In
part, it involves the theoretical task of explaining why private information remains
hidden in any given situation. These are
topics of currentresearch.
Another important issue for future research to address is the cost of gathering
and processing information. We have assumed that the signals arrivecostlessly,and
that the signals are easy to interpret. In
practice, it is frequentlydifficultand costly
to gather private information.Again, it is
conceptually straightforwardto alter the
model to allow for such costs of information
processing. In such cases, changes in the
behavior of competitorsmay stimulate the
gathering or processing of important new
information,rather than aggregatinginformation that is alreadyknown.On one level,
this amendment would make little differ-
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ence, since the behaviorof the marketwould
be very similar. A deviation from business
as usual would triggera discrete change in
market sentiment. What would change is
that it would be far more difficult to see
how private markets could stimulate the
optimal level of information-sharing.8
C. Market Structure

For analyticsimplicity,we have assumed
that there is a continuum of competitive
firms.Movingto cases with a finite number
of firms that operate strategicallyenriches
the model in several importantways. One
advantageof the strategicframeworkis that
it removes the existence problem, as discussed in Section III. Another advantageis
that strategic considerations may help to
rationalize the lack of information-sharing
that is assumed in our model. When the
number of firms is small, all firms have an
incentiveto convincetheir competitorsthat
demand is low, so that other firmswill exit,
and the marketwill become more profitable
for those that remain. This incentive to lie
reduces the effectivenessof direct channels
of communication.
There is also a related strategicincentive
for a firm to continue when its signals are
bad: the hope that other firmswill leave the
market first. Such a war of attrition may
further delay the aggregationof private information,and while this incentivedoes not
rule out possible information-sharing,it
suggeststhat any mechanisminducingtruthful revelation would have to be more sophisticatedthan a simple opinion poll.
There are two other importantphenomena that arise in a model with a finite number of agents. The first is the possibilityof
mistakes. In the current model, the crash
alwaysreveals the truth. With a finite number of agents, there is alwaysthe risk that
there will be a preponderanceof bad signals
even in the good state, so that firms might

8In certaincircumstances,it is possiblethatone way
aroundthis issue may be for agents to write contracts
containingincentivesfor optimalgatheringand sharing
of information.

incorrectly infer that demand is low and
leave the market.The second phenomenon
is the possibility that the business-as-usual
phase maybe self-reinforcing.In our model,
there is no learning from others until the
first suspensions occur. In many situations,
however, the fact that the other firms are
continuingtheir projectsmay conveya positive signal, which may make firms more
reluctantto suspend or may encouragenew
entry. With a finite number of firms, the
probabilitythat other firms have received
good signals will grow the longer they remain in the market, thereby raising the
probabilitythat demand is high.9
V. Conclusion
We have presented a model of irreversibleinvestmentthat connects the potential for a general collapse of investmentto
the difficultiesof aggregatingprivate information. The model illustratesa three-stage
market dynamic.At the first stage, routine
behaviortends to keep informationof common interest trapped in private hands. At
the second stage, this private information
reachesa thresholdthat triggerssome agents
to take an action that releases their information to the market. The final stage involves a patternof marketevolutionas other
participants react to the initial departure
from routine behavior.
We believe that this marketdynamicsheds
a commonlight on many apparentlydistinct
economicphenomena.For example,we outlined applicationsof the frameworkto the
internationaldebt crisis, to bank runs, and
to political upheavals.
APPENDIX

PROOF OF THEOREM 1:
Let t 2 1 be the unique positive integer
such that
(Al)
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A

<

AK

When t > T -1 we show that there is an
equilibrium with no suspension. In cases
where t < T -1 and either condition (a) or
(b) is satisfied, we show that there is an
equilibriumwith first-suspensiontime t. The
key simplifying feature of (Al) is that it
implies that the only firms that suspend in
the first suspension period are those that
have received all low signals.
We first address the case in which t >
T -1. We look for an equilibriumwith no
suspension.A necessary and sufficientcondition for such an equilibriumto exist is
that all firms alwaysfind it in their interest
to continue given that others are continuing. From Subsection II-E we have PH =
2(K + T) and the conditions for continuation in all periods:
qS
qS

se[l,T-1].
V2cT2Tls
]
+ T) > T + 1 -sVs[1T-

qs 2(K

pS+q

The lower K, the more likely this equalityis
to be violated. As t ? T -1 implies that
,UK ? AT 1,

we replace

K

(A2)

AT-'

in

>

2[(As +1)(T-s
2

max
1?s?T-1

+?1)-2T].

It suffices to show that if either condition
(a) or (b) holds, then (A2) is satisfiedfor all
T ? 1. We delay the proof that (A2) holds
for the appropriaterange of parametervalues until after we have taken up the case
with suspension at some time 1 < t < T -1.
With t < T -1, the zero-profitcondition
from the text is
(A3)

2HK-

(t -1) - (T + 1 -t)

<k.

9This kind of positive feedback is stressed by
Charles Kindleberger (1989) and is present in the models of Rob (1993) and Caplin and Leahy (1993).

with AT-1/,t,

which case the conditionscan be rearranged
as

-/.K-Pr({h(ot)

-Pr({h(ort)

< 74) n {H))
2 h} n {L}) = 0.

The condition that a firm with 1 < s < t -1
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bad signalsbe willingto continue to t is
qS

(A4)

[PH-T-l+t]
Ps

+qs[p

? t

S +AK

-

-Prs({h(ort)<i} n {H})

+Prs({h(frt)

> h} n

{L).

Substitutionof (A3) into (A4) to eliminate
T -1 + t and substitution for the
probabilitiesgives

PH-

qS

(A5)

s[2(K<+t-1)+

s+q

qt1.K+(1

pt)]

pt

pS_

that either condition(a) or (b) in Theorem 1
is sufficient to ensure the validity of this
series of inequalities.
There are several preliminarycomments.
Note that the inequalityis triviallysatisfied
for t = 1,2, so that equilibrium exists with
T = 2 for any p, ,A, and

K.

More generally,

the inequalitiesare simple to check computationally,and brute force was used to establishthe assertionin part (a) of the theorem that there is alwaysan equilibriumfor
t < 16. The conditionsin part (b) are established analyticallyas follows.
The firstobservationis that, for any given
data ,u and A, the set of necessary conditions for an equilibrium[that (A6) be valid
for all 1 < t < T -1] gets more and more

ps+qs+

qtAK
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The worst case for these inequalitiesis ALK
= At-1. Substitutionand rearrangementreduces (AS) to

stringentas T is increased.This means that,
if an equilibriumexists some given value of
T, it also exists for all T' < T. Now consider
the first time T such that the series of
inequalitiesin (A6) fails. We can make two
relevantinferences:

2At'- +2ta

(A7)

-t

>

pS+ +qS qS
ps

max

+S

pS+qs

M

/I(AS+1)(t-s+l)+

1 < s < T-1

ATl-

<-

2

max
1<s<T-1

[(As + 1)(T - s + 1) -2T]

where the constant M is
M =(p

-

and
)

q)p'-s-l_

(A8)
+

(1-

pS)qS

-

S

< 0.

But now the series of inequalitiesfollow if
we establishthat, for t > 1
(A6)
>

At'
max
1?s<t-1

AT

-[(As+1)(t-s+1)-2t].

2

Note that the inequality in (A6) is of
preciselythe same form as the inequalityin
(A2). Overall,we conclude that a time that
satisfies all the necessary conditions from
Section II surely exists if inequality(A6) is
valid for all 1 < t < T -1. It remainsto show

2

max

2 1<s<T-2

[(As+ 1)(T-s)-2(T-1)].

Inequality(A7) follows from the fact that
the firstfailureof (A6) occursat time T - 1,
while (A8) follows from the fact that the
(A6) is valid at T -2.
When the right-handside of (A7) is evaluated at s = (T -1), we have
+ 1 -T] < AT-1.
AU[AT-1

Thereforewe can restrictthe maximization
in (A7) to 1 < s < T -2. We can then substi-
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tute (A8) into (A7) and derive
(A9)

2
AT-1< AT2+

2

max
1<s<T-2

(As_1).

Noting that inequality(A9) is maximizedat
s = T - 2, we finally derive the following
necessary condition for T to be the first
time at which there is an existenceproblem:
(A10)

AT-1< (1+ 2 AT 2-2 .
21
2

Inequality (A10) immediately yields the
condition A? 1 + A /2 as sufficientto imply
the existence of a time that satisfies all the
necessary and sufficient conditions of Section II.
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